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Abstract Two-station pairing approaches are routinely used to infill missing6

information in incomplete rainfall databases. We evaluated the performance7

of three simple methodologies to reconstruct incomplete time series in pres-8

ence of variable nonlinear correlation between data pairs. Nonlinearity stems9

from the statistics describing the marginal peak-over-threshold (POT) values10

of rainfall events. A Monte Carlo analysis was developed to quantitatively as-11

sess expected errors from the use of chronological pairing (CP) with linear12

and nonlinear regression and frequency pairing (FP). CP is based on a priori13

selection of regression functions, while FP is based on matching the probabil-14

ity of non-exceedance of an event from one time series with the probability of15

non-exceedance of a similar event from another time series. We adopted a Gen-16

eralized Pareto (GP) model to describe POT events, and a t-copula algorithm17

to generate reference nonlinearly correlated pairs of random temporal distri-18

butions distributed according with the GP model. The results suggest that the19

optimal methodology strongly depends on GP statistics. In general, CP seems20

to provide the lowest errors when GP statistics were similar and correlation21
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became linear; we found that a power-2 function performs well for the selected22

statistics when the number of missing points is limited. FP outperforms the23

other methods when POT statistics are different and variables are markedly24

nonlinearly correlated. Ensemble-based results seem to be supported by the25

analysis of observed precipitation at two real-world gauge stations.26

Keywords Missing data · Rainfall · Chronological pairing · Frequency27

pairing · Nonlinearity · Copulas28

1 Introduction29

The analysis of missing rainfall data has been long addressed in the litera-30

ture (e.g. [12,27,30]). An increasing number of sophisticated approaches have31

blossomed in the recent years in the attempt to obtain optimal methodolo-32

gies to reconstruct missing data. Examples are kriging algorithms, artificial33

intelligence or neural networks (e.g. [14,15,20,21]), which allow for multiple34

stations to be simultaneously used to infill missing points at a specific location.35

Yet, it seems that simpler approaches such as two-station chronological and36

frequency pairing are still widely adopted among practitioners (e.g. [24]). The37

popularity of these methods may stem from the limited number of available38

and complete gauge stations, and the practicality of these algorithms, which39

are often quickly programmable in a spreadsheet.40

The most common and widely known approach is possibly chronologically41

pairing (CP) with linear regression. It consists of regression-based estimation42

of missing measurements at a primary location (showing missing data) using43

observations at a nearby secondary, more complete location. Least-squares or44

other best-fitting techniques are applied to obtain regression coefficients. A45

schematic example of linear regression is depicted in Figure 1-1.46
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There are several potential weaknesses associated with this approach. We47

highlight for instance that reconstructed data series from regression-based ap-48

proaches often underestimate the variance of the original data series [13] . A49

suite of methods, including the maintenance of variance extension (MOVE)50

techniques, the Generalized MOVE (GMOVE), the modified Kendall-Theil51

Robust Line (KTRL2) and the Robust Line of Organic Correlation (RLOC),52

do not suffer from this problem (e.g. [11–13,32,17,18]. Another difficulty is53

that variables may be nonlinearly correlated. This intrinsically renders a lin-54

ear regression estimation error-prone. The paired data from rainfall time series55

are also typically much more scattered (i.e. more noisy and poorly correlated)56

than those shown in Figure 1-1 (e.g. [24]). In small mountainous catchments,57

this can be also linked to topographic control of local convective cells, which58

strongly affects precipitation even at short spatial scales [10].59

We show in this work that the nonlinear correlation between variables60

stems from the difference in the probabilistic distribution of rainfall events61

recorded at each individual station. In general, rainfall distributions are pos-62

itively skewed and display heavy-tailed distributions which are typically de-63

scribed in terms of the probability of rainfall peaks exceeding a fixed threshold64

(in short, peak-over-threshold or POT). Examples of POT distributions pro-65

posed in the past are Generalized Extreme Values (GEV), Gamma or Gener-66

alized Pareto (GP) [19,22,24,26,31]. Below the thresholds, no specific distri-67

bution is usually observed.68

To deal with nonlinearity, one may opt to embed nonlinear regression mod-69

els into CP estimations. Identifying optimal nonlinear functions is often not70

trivial, as a link between nonlinear regression functions and rainfall statistics71

may be non trivial. Moreover, scattering may hide the presence of nonlinear72

structures. These aspects are explored in detail in the first part of this work.73

More complex approaches like variable transformations or data regularization74
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have been proposed in the past (e.g. [3]). However, it seems that the actual75

implementation of these concepts is still not common in routine applications.76

An appealing alternative methodology to effectively deal with nonlinearity77

and that avoids the selection of a regression model is frequency pairing (FP).78

The approach is derived from engineering applications such as prediction of79

flooding return periods or rainfall depths at ungauged locations. Most of these80

techniques were developed at the end of the 1980s (e.g. [1,23,29]) but only81

recently applied to the estimation of missing rainfall (e.g. [24]). FP is based82

on the probability of non-exceedance (PE) of an event at the primary location83

compared to PE of another event at a secondary location. The methodology is84

graphically explained in Figure 1-2. In each dataset, an event of given rainfall85

intensity is uniquely associated with a PE value; a missing datum at a specific86

time at a primary location is assigned a value corresponding to PE of the same87

event measured at a secondary location. In the provided example (Figure 1-2),88

station 2 records an event r2 = 2.5 at a generic time; if station 1 is missing89

an event at the same time, the latter is assigned a value r1 = 0.25 since r190

and r2 match the same probability (PE1 = PE2 = 0.6). It is worth mentioning91

that reconstructed datasets using FP preserve all the distributional moments92

of the original distribution, including the variance.93

There are also potential weaknesses associated with the FP methodology.94

This approach relies on a direct relationship between probabilities at differ-95

ent stations; as such, a first requirement may be to obtain reliable empirical96

distributions from finite datasets, a task that can be complicated in case of97

limited data. This is especially true when the data are power-law distributed98

and the observations only cover a limited range and do not represent the full99

variability of the distribution, specifically the tails (e.g. [7]).100

In this work we addressed two relevant questions regarding two-station101

pairing approaches. (a) What errors should we expect from simple approaches102
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to infill missing databases? (b) How reliable are such predictions? We at-103

tempted to provide an answer by first developing a Monte-Carlo (MC) frame-104

work, where the ability of CP and FP is tested against synthetic reference105

time series. Benchmarking data are generated using a t-copula approach to106

follow statistical distributions commonly associated with rainfall databases.107

We assessed each method by evaluating the ensemble average of the difference108

between reference and estimated missing values as a function of the number of109

missing data to be estimated and for different statistical rainfall distributions.110

In addition we evaluated the methods through two real-world case studies with111

a similar geographical configuration and comparable daily rainfall statistics.112

Our purpose was to provide a direct indication for practitioners aiming113

to quantitatively evaluate the efficiency of unsophisticated two-station pairing114

approaches when data pairs can be affected by nonlinearity and the number of115

missing points is variable. We emphasize that the tested methodologies may116

not be the best available algorithms to optimally reconstruct incomplete time117

series. Indeed, we intentionally did not test more sophisticated approaches118

(including multiple stations or modified CP methods using MOVE or similar119

corrections). While an exhaustive study of all methods goes beyond the scope120

of this analysis, we also note that the comparison of different infilling methods121

have been already evaluated (e.g. [3,4,8,14,16,20,25]).122

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces initial relevant123

aspects of this analysism such as the presence of nonlinearity in the corre-124

lation between data pairs and theoretical aspects regarding the behavior of125

the GP model. Section 3 presents the methodologies to be evaluated; it first126

addresses CP methods and then the FP methods. Section 4 describes the MC-127

based analysis, including the generation of synthetic realizations based on the128

t-copula approach. Section 5 presents the results for the ensemble-based anal-129

ysis, emphasizing the difference between estimates made in presence of linear130
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correlation and those based on nonlinear correlations. Section 6 describes the131

application of the tested methods to two real-world case studies and exam-132

ines the results. The paper ends with the general conclusions drawn from this133

analysis.134

2 Nonlinearity between data pairs associated with POT statistics135

The role of different POT statistics to generate nonlinear correlations between136

data pairs is illustrated. Compiled reviews of POT statistics revealed that the137

Generalized Pareto (GP) model is able to fit daily precipitation observed in138

several experimental sites in the world [31]. While other studies indicated that139

alternative models can be applied to fit POT statistics [26], we adopted the140

GP as a working model to develop our analysis. This is done without loss141

of generality, as any power-law model can be applied to generate nonlinear142

correlations.143

Understanding the behavior of the GP function and a few theoretical as-144

pects about convergence criteria related with subsampling errors is required145

before addressing the case of partially sampled distributions and the use of146

infilling methodologies.147

2.1 Behavior of the GP model148

The three-parameter GP model is part of the family of power-law parametric149

models (e.g. [2,6,28]). The probability density function for a rainfall event (r)150

can be written as151

g(r|k, σ, θ) =

(
1

σ

)(
1 + k

(r − θ)
σ

)(−1− 1
k )

, (1)
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for θ < r, when k > 0 or θ < r < θ − σ/k when k < 0. The special condition152

k = 0 has not been explored in this work. According to common formalisms,153

k is termed the ”shape” parameter, σ is the ”scale” parameter and θ is the154

”location” parameter.155

Figure 2a depicts the behavior of a few selected analytical CDFs of the GP156

model characterized by different statistics. We set θ = 0, as this parameter157

does not affect the shape of resulting distributions. It can be observed that,158

for a constant σ, the total number of large or extreme values (i.e. the tail159

of the distribution) is uniquely controlled by k, while for a constant k the160

tailing depends on σ. When both parameters change, tailing is controlled by161

the combination of both k and σ. For instance, tailing is more pronounced162

(i.e. there is more probability in the tail of the distributions) for the pair163

k = 0.01, σ = 5 than for the pair k = 0.5, σ = 1.164

Figure 2b illustrates the expected errors related with the statistical sub-165

sampling. This is calculated as the ensemble mean of root mean square errors166

between the analytical solution of the GP models (G) using predefined pa-167

rameters k and σ and the estimated distributions (G′) calculated from best-fit168

parameters from a sample of n randomly generated values following the same169

GP distributions. For one individual realization of size n, the error (ε′) is170

calculated as171

ε′(m) =

√
1

n

(∑
G(x|Ω)−G[x|Ω′(m)]

)2
(2)

where Ω′ is the vector containing the estimated parameters (k′ and σ′) and172

m is the random realization. The ensemble average of individual errors is173

calculated as174

ε =
1

NMC

∑
ε′(m) (3)
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where m = 1, ..., NMC . We set NMC = 104. The GP random numbers were175

generated using the ”gprnd.m” native function in the MATLAB environment.176

The results indicate that ε decreases by a factor
√
n. More interestingly, the177

required number of sampling points for a specific amount of error is strongly178

controlled by the tailing. For low k, the number of points to obtain a similar ε179

is independent from σ; however, for large k, the errors are larger for larger σ.180

For instance, to obtain an average error of ε = 10−2, the sample size should181

be close to n ≈ 8 × 101 for k = 0.5, σ = 1 but increasing to n ≈ 2 × 102 for182

k = 0.5, σ = 5. Rearranging these results, Figure 2c shows the distribution of183

ε depending on k for different sample sizes and different values of σ. It can be184

observed that for negative k values the difference between σ = 1 and σ = 5185

are very small and ε→ 0 as k → −∞.186

2.2 Correlation of synthetic rainfall pairs embedding GP distributions187

We now illustrate how the specific combination of k and σ between stations188

results in a nonlinear correlation between data pairs. We assumed uncorre-189

lated uniformly (U) distributed rainfall events below threshold and correlated,190

GP distributed POT events among stations. Correlated multivariate variables191

are generated using a copula-based approach (e.g. [5,9]). Copula approaches192

provide a suitable method to account for any type of marginal distribution,193

including non-parametric ones.194

The specific methodology used to generate correlated random variables uses195

t-copulas. Similar to Gaussian copulas, t-copulas also allow for any marginal196

distributions to be imposed, and involve the definition of a correlation matrix,197

which expresses the correlation coefficients and cross-correlation coefficients198

between pairs of variables (ρij), and a degree of freedom (ν). For i = j (auto-199

correlation), ρij = 1. The larger ρij for i 6= j, the better correlated becomes200
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a specific synthetic pair of variables. On the contrary, the lower ρij , the more201

’noisy’ or scattered becomes the correlation. We set ν = 1 for all simulations;202

the specific value does not affect our conclusions (ν has to be positive to gen-203

erate non-Gaussian multivariate distributions). In this work, we used the algo-204

rithm suggested by Mathworks and easily programmable in a MATLAB envi-205

ronment; details about this implementation can be found in software house web206

page (http://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/examples/simulating-dependent-207

random-variables-using-copulas.html).208

In Figure 3, the resulting correlation between three hypothetical stations,209

S1 (k = 0.5, σ = 2.5), S2 (k = −0.1, σ = 5) and S3 (k = 0.1, σ = 1) is shown.210

These values are similar to those experimentally found in a reference mining211

site in Peru (described below) and in the range of values observed in typical212

gauge stations [31]. We set ρ12 = 0.75 and ρ13 = 0.5, respectively for pairs213

S1-S2 and S1-S3, to illustrate the effects of data scattering on the resulting214

correlation between data pairs.215

Three important aspects deserve special attention. (a) Extreme rainfall216

events are much larger for S1 than for S2 and S3, due to different shape factors,217

while the range of S2 is larger than S1 due to the difference in scale factor218

(consistent with the theoretical behavior shown in Figure 2). (b) Scattering219

is quite small for the pair S1-S2 when compared with the pair S1-S3. This220

is a consequence of the larger ρ12 than ρ13, which determines that S1 has a221

stronger relationship with S2 than with S3. (c) Using different GP distributions222

to generate the correlated variables, data pairs show nonlinear correlation -223

that is correlation that depends upon the value of the variable.224

To examine the latter point in detail, we evaluated the coefficients of de-225

termination (R2) for each pair of variable, which helps to identify the shape of226

this correlation. R2 is estimated from the application of a linear or nonlinear227

regression model to these data and defined from the sum of the squared dif-228
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ference between each fitted and observed value and their mean. For the pairs229

S1-S2, a coefficient of determination based on linear regression (R2
L = 0.61)230

provides much lower values than a coefficient of regression based on a power-2231

model (R2
P = 0.90). This occurs since the correlation between pairs closely232

resembles a power-law function with exponent 2. For the pairs S1-S3, scatter-233

ing is more intense and both linear and nonlinear regression coefficients drop234

(R2
L ≈ R2

P ≈ 0.3). This suggests that the higher noise partially masks the non-235

linearity between variables, despite the use of different POT statistics between236

S1 and S3. These empirical observations may be valid only for the adopted237

POT statistics. The combination of other statistics may generate a different238

shape in the correlation, which can be fit for instance by another power-law239

function.240

Although not graphically shown, it is worth mentioning that the use of the241

same POT coefficients generates a linear correlation between variables. Also242

for this case, a lower ρ may generate random scattering and thus hide the243

presence of linearly correlated structures. Note that t-copulas implemented244

in this work do not generate autocorrelation among values in the individual245

time series. In this sense, we are implicitly not considering clustering of rain-246

fall events, but independent identically distributed events within each rainfall247

series. This assumption is made without any loss of generality, since the tested248

methodology does not require any autocorrelation or clustering in individual249

time series.250

3 Tested pairing methodologies251

3.1 Chronological pairing252

The CP method is based on a regression model between two time series (Figure253

1). We considered two random vectors (r.v.) collecting random rainfall events254
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(r) at two different stations in the catchment. One station (primary) is missing255

data, which can be estimated using existing measurements from the secondary256

station. We assumed for simplicity that in both time series, rainfall events are257

simultaneously collected (except missing data) and that the time lag between258

each measurement is constant and equal to 1 day. Each r.v. (rs1 and rs2) is259

composed by NS samples A general regression equation can be defined as260

rs1(τ) = f(rs2(τ)|Ωc) + ε (4)

where τ = 1, ..., NS , f is a generic linear or nonlinear regression function,261

ε is the vector containing the residuals, and Ωc is the vector containing the262

regression model parameters. Least-square methods can be applied to obtain263

the best set of Ωc minimizing ε.264

Two specific CP models were used in this analysis. The first is the linear-265

regression-based approach (CP-L) with two regression coefficients (m and q)266

and in which the rainfall at the secondary station is estimated from the rainfall267

measurements at first station as268

rs2(τ) = mrs1(τ) + q + εL (5)

where εL is the error associated with the linear model. The second is a power-269

law-based approach (CP-P), with two regression coefficients (a and b) and270

in which the rainfall at the secondary station is estimated from the rainfall271

measurements at first station as272

rs2(τ) = arbs1(τ) + εP (6)

where εP is the error associated with the power-law model. The quality of273

these regression models can be also checked by calculating R2
L and R2

P .274
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3.2 FP approach275

FP establishes a direct relationship between events displaying the same PE276

(Figure 1). Similarly to CP, we assumed that the primary station is missing277

an event at a time τ , and that a second (for simplicity, simultaneous) event is278

observed at a secondary station. For each r.v., PE can be defined as279

PE = Pr(r(τ) < max(r)), (7)

where max(r) is the maximum recorded event of each r.v. After sorting the280

two r.v. in increasing order, PE can be empirically found as281

PE(r) =
1

Ns

∑
I{r(τ) ≤ r}, (8)

where282

I{r(τ) ≤ r} =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 if r(τ) ≤ r

0 otherwise

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Using (8), each event is associated with a unique PE , specific for each283

r.v.; hence, the same PE could define two events (r1(τ), r2(τ)) which could284

display the same or different rainfall intensity. The FP approach postulates285

that a missing event in the primary database can be estimated knowing the286

intensity of the rainfall event at the secondary stations, and knowing PE at287

both locations. Thus, imposing PE(rs1) = PE(rs2), one can easily find rs1288

from the observation of rs2.289

PE can be modelled by a parametric function G(r|ΩFi), where G is a290

cumulative distribution function (CDF) of any specific parametric model. If291

ΩFi are the parameters for that specific model for the ith station, then the292

missing value rs1 can be estimated in four steps using the FP approach:293
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1. fit PE(rs2) with a model G2 = G(rs2|ΩF2) to obtain the parameters de-294

scribing the distribution of events at rs2;295

2. find the analytical value of G2 corresponding the event rs2(τ);296

3. fit PE(rs1) with a model G1 = G(rs1|ΩF1) to obtain the parameters de-297

scribing the distribution of events at rs1;298

4. invert G1 to obtain rs1(τ), imposing PE(rs1(τ)) = PE(rs2(τ)).299

The last step can be done either analytically (knowing G−11 ) or numerically,300

for instance using a minimization approach. Although not directly addressed301

in this work, the methodology could be also extended to non-parametric dis-302

tributions.303

4 Monte-Carlo analysis304

A general stochastic approach based on a classical MC analysis was developed305

to quantitatively test each approach. The testing framework is general, can be306

applied to any specific parametric model and is independent of the presence307

of clustered rainfall events. We chose four sets of representative parameters,308

generating four different scenarios. In scenario 1 and 2, the same statistics309

(k and σ) are applied to both stations, and the correlation between pairs310

becomes linear. In scenarios 3 and 4, statistics are different between stations311

and correlation becomes nonlinear. The specific values for each scenario are312

listed alongside with the results. The four analyzed scenarios cover a broad313

range of linear and nonlinear cases which give rise to complex correlations and314

require detailed analysis to be fully understood and explained.315

We used the t-copula approach described above to create a total of NMC =316

104 realizations for each combination of these parameters. For each set of317

parameters, we fixed the statistical parameters that define the distributions318
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of the primary and secondary rainfall data, the length of the time series (NS)319

and the number of missing data to be estimated (NR). For each scenario,320

1. we generated two correlated random time series of rainfalls, one to be used321

as a primary time series, and the other as a secondary time series.322

2. we selected a random reference time window (RTW) on the primary time323

series, of size NR; these values were removed from the time series and used324

as reference (but unknown) values to compare with estimated values;325

3. we estimated the best-fitting regression parameters between the two distri-326

butions using two linear and nonlinear regression models, with the RTW327

values removed from both time series (for the same period of time); subse-328

quently, we applied the CP to reconstruct the missing RTW of the primary329

station using the regression model and the removed RTW data from the330

secondary information;331

4. we found best-fitting CDF of both distributions without RTW; subse-332

quently, we applied the FP approach between paired stations to estimate333

the RTW missing data.334

Each realization was assumed to contain five cycles of two distinct hydro-335

logical seasons (dry and wet). We assumed for simplicity that no rainfall events336

occurs in the dry seasons, and focused on the reconstruction of missing rainfall337

events concentrated in the wet seasons and that are characterized by the POT338

distribution. We rounded the size of the database length to NS = 103, and339

assumed that NS/2 events fell in the range 0 < r ≤ θ, while the remaining340

NS/2 events fell within the range r > θ (POT events) and followed GP models341

with different k and σ. We set ρij = 0.5, which led to a scattering between342

pairs of variables which is similar to the typical observations (Figure 3).343

After an initial sensitivity analysis using ρij = 1, we observed that scenario344

1 and 2 led to linear correlation between variables, while scenario 3 and 4 gave345
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rise to nonlinear correlation resembling a power-2 function (similar to the346

example in Figure 3a). This was especially true when σ = 5, for which we347

observed a larger R2
P than for σ = 1. Based on this empirical observation348

and recalling (6), we tested a CP-P approach imposing b=2. We did not test349

other b factors; the results from this specific selection are discussed in the next350

section.351

From the MC analysis, an error is defined as the difference between the352

estimated value and the true but unknown reference values. For each m-th353

realization (m = 1, ..., NMC), the root mean square errors (RMSE) and sum354

of absolute errors (SE) were calculated respectively as355

RMSE(m) =

√√√√ 1

NR

NR∑
i=1

(
r′i(m)− ri

ri

)2

(9)

SE(m) =

NR∑
i=1

|r′i(m)− ri| (10)

where r′i and ri refer to the estimated rainfall the reference values, respectively.356

Note that, because of the different normalization in RMSE and SE, the two357

errors measure two different quantities. In (9), the fluctuations r′i(m)− ri are358

normalized by the local values ri; thus, RMSE provides the average fraction359

of error of the set of estimates, which includes both POT events and rainfall360

below threshold. On the other hand, SE is a useful measure for water balance361

calculations as it can be interpreted as an average cumulative error of rainfall362

depths due to the presence of missing values.363

5 Results364

We initially analyzed scenarios where the selection of POT statistics results365

in linear correlation between pairs. In scenario 1 (k = 0.5 and σ = 1; Figure366
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4a and 4e) we observed that the performance of each method depends on the367

number of missing points: for NR < 10 all methods perform similarly.; for368

10 < NR < 102 CP-L and CP-P tend to outperform FP; for NR > 102, CP-P369

generates very large errors (RMSE>> 2), while the errors for FP and CP-L370

remain below RMSE=2. The better performance of CP-L may be explained371

considering that the selection of the same statistics generating copula-based372

random time series leads to linear correlation between variables. In this case,373

a linear regression becomes more suitable than nonlinear models.374

For small NR, CP-P also works well. This likely occurs since power-law375

models can be approximated by linear regression (e.g. by a first-order Taylor376

expansion) for small errors. However, as NR exceeds a critical value (which377

depends on the selected POT parameters) CP-P provides much larger errors378

compared to CP-L. In this case, the threshold was estimated through MC379

analysis as NR ≈ 102.380

When NR approaches the data record size, fewer data points are available381

for the estimation of the distribution statistics or regression coefficients and382

their estimates are very uncertain (RMSE→ 103). Interestingly, for CP-L and383

FP this effect is reached only when only a few points remain (n ≈ 20). It is384

unlikely that in practice one would try to estimate long time series based on385

such limited data. Thus, subsampling should not be a problem for this type386

of approach, at least in the range of values tested here.387

The departure of FP from CP-L is not dramatic for this first analyzed case.388

FP does not suffer from the problem of CP-P on large NR, explaining why FP389

errors remain comparable with those of CP-L (ranging between 0.5 <RMSE<390

1). This is also confirmed by the observed behaviour of SE (Figure 4e), which391

is very similar for both cases, being only slightly larger for FP than for CP-L.392

Consistent with the observation about RMSE, the cumulative errors for CP-P393

also tend to high values when NR > 102. It can be observed that SE increases394
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linearly with the number of missing points, which is expected considering that395

this error expresses a cumulative sum of errors that linearly depends on the396

number of missing points.397

In the scenario 2 (k = 0.5 and σ = 5; Figure 4b and 4f), we obtained398

comparable errors with the previous scenario from both CP-L and CP-P for399

NR < 102. However, both methods tend to more markedly outperform FP,400

which provides larger errors than in scenario 1. This is especially true observing401

SE (Figure 4f) and may suggest that a higher σ provides larger errors for FP402

than in the case of lower σ. Also for this case CP-L performs quite similarly403

to CP-P in the limit of a reduced number of missing points; this could again404

refer to the accuracy of a first-order approximation of the power-law model for405

low number of missing points. Note that the departure of FP from the other406

methods also occurs for a limited number of missing values (NR < 10).407

We then analyzed scenarios where the selection of POT statistics results in408

a nonlinear correlation between pairs. In scenario 3, we set k1 = 0.5, k2 = 0.1409

(suffixes indicate the number of the station) and σ = 1 for both stations. The410

results are illustrated by Figure 4c and 4g. We observed that FP clearly outper-411

forms CP-L and CP-P, especially when the number of missing data increases.412

The poor ability of CP-L is explained considering the nonlinearity between413

variables; the poor ability of CP-P should be linked to both the selection of ρ414

and to the fact that a poor correlation hides the effects of nonlinearity associ-415

ated with the selection of different POT coefficients (as in Figure 3). Resulting416

correlations have a different power-2 structure than for higher ρ values. Being417

independent from the selection of the regression model, FP seems therefore418

recommended for this case.419

In scenario 4 (k1 = 0.5, k2 = 0.1 and σ = 5; Figures 4d and 4h) a different420

behavior was observed. For a wide range of missing data, both FP and CP-421

P perform reasonably better (especially when compared to CP-L). Errors in422
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general are larger than in the third scenario, which is associated with a larger423

σ (which requires more simulations to converge to similar errors than σ = 1,424

as shown in Figure 2c). It should be noted, however, that the relative differ-425

ence in cumulative errors (SE) for each individual method are slightly reduced426

compared to the previously analyzed case with lower σ. Interestingly, CP-P427

performs (somewhat) better than FP, although this is true only for an inter-428

mediate range of total missing rainfall data. This is due to the better identified429

power-2-like correlated variability of synthetic distributions for larger σ when430

setting ρ = 1, and thus statistically more likely to occur for lower ρ values.431

In light of these results, the performance of each method seem to be strictly432

associated with the estimated POT statistics. CP methods may be preferred to433

FP methods in the case of similat POT distributions between the two stations,434

which creates linear correlation among data pairs. However, FP would not pro-435

vide excessive additional errors compared with the other tested methodologies436

for linear correlation. On the other hand, when the POT statistics between437

stations are different and the variables are nonlinearly correlated, FP is pre-438

ferred over the other methods. From our results, this is especially true when439

the average error per measurement has to be estimated (measured through the440

RMSE). While the selection of CP-L is implicitly not adequate, a selection of441

a specific nonlinear regression mode seems hazardous. The power-2-based CP442

performed reasonably well only when the specific combination of variables de-443

termine nonlinear correlations with similar shapes; however, it may be not easy444

to determine a priori which type of regression model performed better depend-445

ing on the combination of parameters underlying the two POT distributions.446

This is especially true when ρ is low and data are scattering.447

For all tested cases, we found low coefficients of variation of the MC simu-448

lations (CV < 1). This suggested that the variability among fluctuations is not449

affecting the ensemble means; as such we did not directly address this aspect450
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in the present analysis but rather chose to focus on the difference in terms of451

expected values. It should be noted that our conclusions aimed to emphasize452

the effect of nonlinearity on the selection of simple pairing approaches. The re-453

sults may not be universally applicable, as we did not analyze other scenarios454

(for which the shape of correlated pairs can be different than a power-2-like455

structure, or the number of missing points is larger than in our analysis).456

The impact of the distribution of values below the threshold has not been457

directly addressed in the MC analysis. Rainfall events below θ are typically458

characterized by an uncorrelated noise U = (0, θ], and they should not affect459

the impact of POT statistics on nonlinear correlation. Although not tested,460

we argue that the presented MC framework could be also easily extended to461

incorporate values below this threshold. We finally remark that the tested462

CP methodologies are intentionally simple and not designed, for instance, to463

deal with maintenance of variance or other statistical effects on the resulting464

estimated outputs. Testing of more sophisticated techniques was beyond the465

scope of this work.466

6 Analysis of Two Real-World Scenarios467

The MC analysis provided an estimate of the impact of POT statistics on the468

selection of the pairing approach with the lowest ensemble-based error. We469

evaluated if these results also apply to the analysis of real-world observations,470

which can be considered as individual realizations from an ensemble of equally471

plausible, alternative realizations characterized by similar POT statistics. To472

this end, we performed a cross-validation to evaluate the behavior of CP and473

FP approaches to reconstruct missing rainfall measurements in two different474

sites. The first site is a small catchment at a mine site located in the Peruvian475

Andes, while the second site is located nearby Vancouver, BC.476
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6.1 Real-World Scenario 1477

The Peruvian site is located at about 4300 m and characterized by two dis-478

tinct hydrological seasons (Figure 5a). The wet season generally takes place479

from October to April and the dry season from May to September. In the480

dry season, precipitation becomes sporadic and the total cumulative rain is481

negligible compared to the wet season. Daily rainfall events (r) were recorded482

from 2007 to 2013 at three gauge stations (S-B, S-Y and S-Q). The gauge483

station S-B suffered from a partial mechanical failure for a period of about484

60-70 days during the wet season October 2011 - April 2012. Several gaps also485

exist since April 2012 and available data are not considered reliable since then486

(Figure 5a). In the period 2007-2011, which is considered highly reliable, the487

existing S-B database consists of 1710 daily rainfall values (out of 1825 possi-488

ble values, thus leading to 115 missing data). 592 days experience no detected489

rainfall (excluding missing data).490

Station S-Y, located approximately 4 km from S-B, was active and con-491

tinuously collecting rainfall data since 2007, including for the period where492

gaps occurred at S-B. An additional rainfall station, S-Q, is located approxi-493

mately 5 km away from S-B, although only collected reliable data from 2007494

to 2008. Application of a linear fitting model between daily measurements at495

S-Y and S-B yields R2
L = 0.35 (using information from 2007 to 2011) and of496

R2
L = 0.3 for S-Q/S-B pair (using information from 2007 to 2008). Although497

the catchment is quite small (about 5−10km2) the poor R2
L can be explained498

by the site’s irregular topography, which influences local rainfall convective499

cells (S-Y is located at a 200m lower elevation than S-B, while S-Q is located500

at a 300m higher elevation than S-B). Similar values were obtained using a501

nonlinear regression model embedding a power-2 model.502
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Three statistical models (GEV, Gamma and GP ) were fit to the experi-503

mental data to obtain empirical PE distributions using a maximum likelihood504

algorithm and the embedded fitting functions in the MATLAB environment.505

The results are reported in Figure 5b. Fitting performed to the full distribu-506

tion of observations (including zeros) are shown by black lines with squares507

(GP) and dots (GEV). As expected, they performed relatively poorly when508

compared to the better fits for the POT distribution (rainfall events above a509

selected threshold). A sensitivity analysis indicated that all models performed510

reasonably well when setting a minimum threshold of θ = 2mm/d. Note that511

the Gamma model could not be applied to the full distribution, being defined512

for non-zero positive values only.513

The 679 rainfall values above the 2-mm threshold summed to a total rain-514

fall of about 7560 mm. Of the remaining values, 439 observations were below515

the threshold, summing to only about 478 mm of cumulative rain, illustrating516

the dominant role of POT events (hereafter, a short name for rainfall values517

above the threshold) in the total water balance at this site. No specific sta-518

tistical distribution and autocorrelation between pairs were found for values519

below threshold, which was assumed to be uncorrelated noise with uniform520

distribution U = [0, θ].521

For the POT fitting, GEV model (grey line) tends to underestimate the522

probability of POT events above PE ≈ 0.9, while Gamma (blue line) and GP523

(red line) models slightly underestimate values over PE ≈ 0.95. GP slightly524

overestimates values above PE = 0.999. The GP model provides a satisfactory525

fit to the rainfall distributions up to a threshold of PE ≈ 0.99 for the three rain-526

fall stations (see Supplementary Electronic Material). However, the reliability527

of values above PE = 0.99 in the experimental database is considered poor,528

as the number of samples was too few to provide robust estimates for very529

rare events. We were not interested here to describe the difference stemming530
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from the selection of different parametric models, and thus assumed that the531

GP model can satisfactorily describe the general distribution of POT events532

at the three sample locations. This was also done to compare the results from533

the MC analysis with those from the analysis of the experimental database.534

For the three experimental stations, best-fitting analysis of the POT dis-535

tributions (imposing θ = 2) resulted in the following best-fit GP statistics:536

– S-B: k=0.449, σ=2.356;537

– S-Y: k=-0.082; σ=5.867;538

– S-Q: k=0.100; σ=1.160.539

It is noted that these statistics are quite similar to those used in the example of540

Figure 3. However, the maximum rainfall events for the theoretical S1 in Figure541

3 are much larger (r ≈ 140 mm/d) than those found that the experimental site542

at S-B (r ≈ 35 mm/d). This occurs despite S1 and S-B showing quite similar543

k and σ values. This difference is associated with the effects of subsampling,544

since the population sizes for both experimental and synthetic distributions545

are not large enough to cover the full variability of possible events associated546

with these statistics. This may suggest that when CP and FP methods are547

applied to individual realizations, the efficiency of the tested methods could be548

different than what is inferred from the analysis of ensemble-averaged results549

from MC simulations.550

We focused on reconstructing the values exceeding θ = 2 mm for the S-B551

station observed data for the period 2007-2011 using S-Y as secondary informa-552

tion. The results from the direct application of FP and CP-L to the observed553

database are first analyzed from the visual inspection of the scatter plot shown554

in Figure 5c. It can be observed that the distribution of CP-L estimated values555

tends to follow the best-fit line (with equation rS−B = 0.61rS−Y +5.9), rather556

than the 1 : 1 distribution line. This issue gives rise to marked scattering557
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between estimated and observed values. FP is independent of the regression558

model, and seems to be more able to reconstruct values between r = θ and559

r ≈5-6 mm/d, being closer to the 1:1 line, although with a wide scattering in560

the estimation.561

A more quantitative estimate of the errors between observed and recon-562

structed data was calculated in the form of SE. Using a cross-correlation ap-563

proach, we removed a RTW of different size from existing observations and564

estimated the departure of estimated values from observation. The procedure565

was then repeated by changing the initial location of the RTW, for a number566

of times equals to the number of available time slots. The errors from each567

RTW were averaged over the number of repetitions, to provide an average568

cumulative error similar to (10). Figure 5d displays the calculated SE against569

NR. The results clearly show that FP outperforms CP-L, especially for larger570

gaps. This is consistent with our previous MC-based conclusions: since the571

POT statistics change between experimental stations S-B and S-Y, correla-572

tion between pairs becomes nonlinear and FP approaches are more suitable573

for the reconstruction of missing points. This occurs even if the GP model574

poorly estimated events above PE > 0.95. This observation may suggest that575

FP still performs better than CP methods even if distribution tails are not576

correctly fitted above very high thresholds, as usually occurs in practice for577

power-law models [7].578

We did not report the results from CP-P, as this method performed remark-579

ably worse than FP and CP-L. Indeed, we found RMSE> 104 when NR > 50,580

and very large SE values from a limited number of missing values. The poor581

performance of CP-P can be ascribed to the wrong selection of the underlying582

nonlinear regression models, reflecting the difficulty in the adequate selection583

of an a priori nonlinear regression model for CP approaches. It is possible that584

for this specific combination of POT statistics the shape of nonlinear corre-585
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lation is different than a power-2 model. We did not test if CP-P provides a586

better estimate than FP using an alternative station (based on another com-587

bination POT statistics and thus another type of nonlinear correlation); the588

information from the other available secondary station (S-Q) was too limited589

and incomplete to exhaustively corroborate this hypothesis.590

6.2 Real-World Scenario 2591

Two other gauge stations nearby Vancouver (BC) were used to further val-592

idate the MC-based analysis and assess the actual efficiency of the CP and593

FP methods against a much longer real-world data set. The Vancouver data594

included complete daily rainfall values covering a period of 20 years (1995-595

2015) and can be freely accessed through the Environment Canada webpage596

(http://climate.weather.gc.ca/). The first analyzed station (Vancouver Har-597

bour, VH) is located nearby the sea side, while the second station is located598

a few km away from VH and in the proximity of Vancouver Grouse mountain599

(VG), at an elevation of approximately 1500m.600

Likely due to the distinct orographical configuration, the statistics char-601

acterizing the data pairs are significantly different. The correlation between602

the two datasets is ρ = 0.55 (which is similar to the Peruvian data set, where603

the elevation difference is smaller). At VG, the number of records exceeding604

a threshold of θ=1mm is 2136, which comprised about 30% of the total data605

series length. The total rainfall volume of associated with POT events is about606

71% of total precipitation during the analyzed time. For VH, the POT events607

were 21% of the total rainfall events, summing up to 55% of the cumulative608

rainfall collected over the analyzed period.609

The results from POT fitting are graphically reported in the Supplementary610

Online Material. We observed that, for VH, the GP was satisfactorily fitting611
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the POT values up to PE = 0.999, after which the model slightly overestimated612

the observed values. For VG, the model was accurate up to PE = 0.99, after613

which it overestimated the observations. Consistent with the Peruvian-based614

scenario, the Gamma and GEV models provided less accurate fits than the GP615

model. Based on these observations and to directly compare this scenario with616

the previous one, we used the GP as a working model to fit POT values and617

reconstruct the missing values using the FP approach. The resulting GP best-618

fit parameters for VH were k=0.07 and σ=10.17, while for VG we obtained619

k=0.01 and σ = 20.25.620

We evaluated the efficiency of each infilling methodology through a stochas-621

tic cross-validation approach similar to that used in the Peruvian scenario. In622

particular, we used the VG dataset to reconstruct the POT rainfall events at623

VH. The resulting SE for a number of missing values up to NR=1000 is shown624

in Figure 6. The plot shows that FP clearly outperforms the CP-L, consistent625

with the analysis of the Peruvian site and in line with the stochastic infer-626

ence from the MC analysis. Indeed, the strong difference in POT statistics627

determines a clear nonlinearity between data pairs, confirming thus that FP628

is more suitable than the CP-L for infilling missing data. Once again, the re-629

sults from the CP-P methods are not reported, strongly overestimating the630

errors compared to the other tested methodologies, possibly because the non-631

linear structure between data pairs significantly departs from a power-2-like632

behavior.633

Conclusions634

Missing rainfall values are routinely estimated using simple approaches such635

as two-station chronological pairing (CP) and frequency pairing (FP). We636

developed a statistical framework to quantitatively evaluate expected errors637
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and reliability of predictions from the application of simple versions of these638

methods in the presence of nonlinear correlation between rainfall events and639

with different number of missing points.640

For CP approaches, we analyzed one formulation with linear regression641

model (CP-L) and one with a nonlinear power-2 regression model (CP-P),642

which seemed to resemble the shape of nonlinear correlation between data643

pairs when scattering is low and POT statistics different. Synthetic realiza-644

tions were generated with the aid of a copula-based algorithm, in order to645

specify a correlation between variables characterized by non-Gaussian (Gen-646

eralized Pareto, GP) marginal distributions. In total, we analyzed four syn-647

thetic scenarios and two real world scenarios, each characterized by different648

GP statistics and different number of missing points (NR).649

The Monte Carlo results showed that when the POT statistics were iden-650

tical, CP-L and CP-P outperform the FP. This behavior is consistent with651

the fact that similar statistics give rise to linear correlations between vari-652

ables. This is especially true for the estimation of a reduced number of values653

(NR < 102, for the specific selection of values used in this work). Despite be-654

ing based on a nonlinear regression function, CP-P did not provide excessive655

additional errors compared with CP-L; this may occur because a power-law656

model can be approximated by a linear function in presence of low expected657

variability in data fluctuation.658

When the POT statistics were different by pairs and variables were non-659

linearly correlated, FP more markedly outperformed the other methods. This660

behavior is justified since the use of CP-L approaches is intrinsically not appro-661

priated when variables are nonlinearly correlated, while CP-P performs well662

only when data resemble the power-law structure. Due to the high scatter-663

ing, however, this occurs only for specific selections of POT parameters (e.g.664

increasing σ in our tested scenarios). Our exercise suggests however that iden-665
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tifying the optimal parameters a priori may be cumbersome and uncertain.666

Indeed, the application of the three approaches to real-case scenarios seems667

to confirm that the FP approach may provide more robust results than CP668

methods, FP being independent of the selection of a regression model.669

While we only addressed a limited number of scenarios, we generally con-670

clude that the optimal selection of the simple pairing approach must follow an671

initial statistical analysis of existing data, which may reveal nonlinearity be-672

tween variables which can be hidden by poor ρ and high scattering. Only when673

nonlinearity is properly analyzed, one may obtain reliable quantitative infor-674

mation about expected errors in missing databases conditioned to site-specific675

empirical POT distributions.676
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Fig. 1 Conceptual examples of chronologically-pairing (CP) and frequency-based pairing
(FP) approaches. In CP (1), a linear regression model is applied to fit matching values in
time series 1 (r1) and time series 2 (r2); m and q are two fitting parameters. In FP (2), each
time series is considered as an independent random space; the same probability matches
two different data values in the two time series. A missing value in r2 is calculated using a
measurement in r1 and on the basis of the probability of that specific event in r2.

Fig. 2 Theoretical behaviour of the GP model. (a) Analytical CDF for six different pairs
of parameters. (b) Rate of convergence of expected errors versus sampling population. (c)
Rate of convergence of expected errors for different shape parameters and scale parameters.
We set θ = 0 in all cases.

Fig. 3 Illustrative individual realizations of synthetic correlated rainfall distributions, char-
acterized by different statistics and correlation coefficients (ρ) and θ = 2. (a) Scatter dia-
grams for the pairs S1-S2. (b) Scatter diagrams for the pairs S1-S3. (c) Empirical POT
rainfall distributions.

Fig. 4 Results of the Monte Carlo analysis, expressing the distribution over time of the
mean root mean square errors (RMSE, figure a,b,c,d), and sum of cumulative errors (SE,
figures e,f,g,h,) for different pairs of statistics.

Fig. 5 (a) Rainfall timeseries at two stations in the experimental site in Peru (S-B and S-Y)
between 2007 and 2013; (b) empirical rainfall distribution of all recorded values, including
zeros and values below the threshold (FD) and empirical POT distribution at S-B, along with
three different fitting models: Gamma, Generalized Pareto (GP) and Generalize Extreme
Values (GEV); (c) scatter plots for the CP-L and FP infilling approaches; (d) cumulative
errors (SE) for the two infilling approaches.

Fig. 6 Cumulative errors (SE) for the two infilling approaches for the Vancouver-based
scenario.
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